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"Theroux's best novel in years."CHICAGO TRIBUNEMY SECRET HISTORY is Paul Theroux's
tour de force. It is the story of Andre Parent, a writer, a world traveler, a lover of every kind of
woman he chances to meet in a life as varied as a man can lead. From his days as an altar boy,
to his job as a teenaged lifeguard, and then as a youth caught between the attentions of a
beautiful young student and an amorous older woman. And as the boy becomes a man he turns
his attention to writing, which brings him fame, and a wife, who may finally bring him to know
himself. But not before he sets up his most dangerous secret life, one that any man might envy,
but that could cost Andre Parent the delicate balance that makes him who he is....

"Merges the two genres he's famous for... My secret history is about the permanence of
marriage in the face of mistrust and infidelity; it's about the wisdom of women and the
foolishness of men; and it's about mature love as the necessary and sometimes successful
antidote to youthful selfishness."-- the New York Times Book Review"Consistently entertaining...
Theroux's hero is a man of ironic intelligence and amusing self-awareness."-- TimeFrom the
Trade Paperback edition.From Library JournalFrom an early adolescence torn between a call to
the priesthood and the call of the flesh, through late-adolescent sexual initiation and a young
adult's escapades as a teacher in Africa, to a grown man's crisis in marriage, Theroux recounts
the "secret history" of Andy Parent, a writer suspiciously resembling Theroux himself. That the
purpose is to show a man "writing for his life," his fragmented self so healed by making
"something new of his experience" that his work is seen metaphorically as "going home," is not
apparent until the final pages, and though these pages dazzle they hardly seem novelistic. For
the reader, Andy's impulse to write is buried in the unending description of his numerous
liaisons--there is enough sexual endeavor here to bore the most prurient among us. Indeed, his
comment, "My being inarticulate was probably the reason I had become a writer," serves to
highlight Theroux's own failure to articulate the connections between Andy's early life and later
self-discovery as a writer. A tantalizing novel whose occasional power suggests how much
better it could have been.- Barbara Hoffert, "Library Journal"Copyright 1989 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the
Inside Flapx's best novel in years."CHICAGO TRIBUNEMY SECRET HISTORY is Paul
Theroux's tour de force. It is the story of Andre Parent, a writer, a world traveler, a lover of every
kind of woman he chances to meet in a life as varied as a man can lead. From his days as an
altar boy, to his job as a teenaged lifeguard, and then as a youth caught between the attentions
of a beautiful young student and an amorous older woman. And as the boy becomes a man he
turns his attention to writing, which brings him fame, and a wife, who may finally bring him to
know himself. But not before he sets up his most dangerous secret life, one that any man might



envy, but that could cost Andre Parent the delicate balance that makes him who he is.... --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Publishers WeeklyThis "witty
and wise portrait of a writer as he travels the globe searching for self-understanding" introduces
Andrew Parent, a narcissist with secrets and hidden emotions. "In his exploration of the
ambiguities of love and art, Theroux has created a character so humorous and vital that we
forgive his flaws," observed PW. Author tour.Copyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc. --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorPaul
Theroux's highly acclaimed novels include Blinding Light, Hotel Honolulu, My Other Life,
Kowloon Tong, and The Mosquito Coast. His renowned travel books include Ghost Train to the
Eastern Star, Dark Star Safari, Riding the Iron Rooster, The Great Railway Bazaar, The Old
Patagonian Express, and The Happy Isles of Oceania. He lives in Hawaii and on Cape Cod. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"Merges the two
genres he's famous for... My secret history is about the permanence of marriage in the face of
mistrust and infidelity; it's about the wisdom of women and the foolishness of men; and it's about
mature love as the necessary and sometimes successful antidote to youthful selfishness."-- the
New York Times Book Review"Consistently entertaining... Theroux's hero is a man of ironic
intelligence and amusing self-awareness."-- Time--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1. I was born poor in rich
America, yet my secret instincts were better than money and were for me a source of power. I
had advantages that no one could take away from me—a clear memory and brilliant dreams and
a knack for knowing when I was happy. I was at my happiest leading two lives, and it was a
satisfaction to me that the second one—of the dreamer or the sneak—I kept hidden. That was
how I spent my first fifteen years. Fifteen was young then and I knew this: The poor don’t belong.
But one summer out of loneliness or impatience my second self did more than wake and watch,
and more than remember. He began to see like a historian, and he acted. I have to save my life, I
used to think. Early that summer I was walking down a lovely crumbling little street lined with
elms, called Brookview Road. The city of Boston, with its two tall buildings, was visible from one
end of the road looking east along the Fellsway. The brook was a shallow ditch at the other end
of the road, where the Italian families had tomato gardens. There were rats in the ditch, but it
was a pretty part of town when the wineglass elms were heavy with leaves. It was a perfect day
of blue sky and the hot summer hum of insects, which made a sound like the temperature rising.
I had my rifle over my shoulder—a Mossberg twenty-two—as I passed Tina Spector’s house.
She was sitting on her piazza, which was our word for porch. I had planned it this way. She said,
“Hey, Andy, where are you going with that gun?” “Church,” I said. “It’s Tuesday!” “But I’ve got a
funeral.” I was still walking, and now Tina started off the piazza towards me. I knew she would: it
was part of my plan. “How come you’re bringing your gun to church?” “Target practice, up the
Sandpits,” I said. “After.” She said, “My mother can’t stand guns.” Everybody said that. I kept
walking. “And you’re not even sixteen,” she said. I could feel the warm pressure of her eyes on
the back of my neck. She said, “Can I come with you?” “Okay,” I said, probably too eagerly—but I



didn’t want her to change her mind. I had planned to agree very slowly and reluctantly. I had
blurted it out, because I was so glad she had asked. The thought of being alone with Tina in the
Sandpits on a hot summer afternoon was very erotic, and having my rifle with me made it still
more erotic, for a reason I could not explain. I did not know what erotic meant; wicked was the
word that went through my head. “Meet me outside Saint Ray’s.” “My mother doesn’t want me
near that church.” Her mother was a non-Catholic. “What’s in that bag?” she asked—she was still
following me, three steps behind. “Ammo,” I said. “Bullets.” That was a lie. My cartridges were in
my pocket. In my bag I had a starched surplice—a white smock with starched sleeves and a stiff
plastic collar. I was an altar boy, on my way to serve at a funeral. I heard her sneakers crunch
behind me. I knew she had stopped but I didn’t look around. “See you later,” she said. “Okay,” I
said. We were both fifteen years old. I did not know whether she would be waiting for me. Things
always happened suddenly, without much warning. Some days nothing happened and other
days everything. * * * The rule at St. Raphael’s—St. Ray’s—was that if you served at three
funerals you got a wedding as a reward. Funerals were gloomy, and it was an elderly parish, so
there were plenty of them. But there was money in a wedding. The altar boys usually got two
dollars, and the priest got ten. The money was handed over by the best man or the bride’s father.
It was always in a white envelope, always in the sacristy. “Here you are,” they’d say to us, and
then turning to the priest, “This is for you, Father.” “God bless you,” the priest would say, as he
folded the envelope into his vestments. Meanwhile we were tearing ours open. There was no
money in funerals, and it could be terrible, especially if it was Italians—the shouts and nose-
blowings of big competitive families, and the loud abrupt sobbing, or “No!” or the screaming of
the dead person’s name. “Salveeeeee!” I unslung my Mossberg and held it muzzle down,
walking stiff-legged to conceal it. I sneaked into the sacristy and saw Chicky DePalma pulling on
his cassock. “I hosey the bells,” he said, before I could speak. Ringing the bells at the
consecration was considered one of the enjoyable duties of an altar boy, and the boy who rang
the bells also got to hold the plate at the communion. That was a flat gold pan that was placed
under a person’s chin to catch any falling flecks of the consecrated host. Chicky had started
buttoning his cassock—a finicky job, thirty buttons or more. “Hey, shitface, you’re not supposed
to bring guns into a church!” He fought the buttons with his big fingers. “It’s not loaded. And I took
the bolt out.” “It’s still a gun! It could go off, asshole!” “You don’t know shit about guns,” I said.
“Anyway, this is the sacristy.” The sacristy was a safe place—not sacred, but a sort of neutral
area, like a lobby where we altar boys met and waited until it was time for mass. In the meantime
we were growing up. Whenever a priest tried to explain what limbo or purgatory was I thought of
the sacristy. Who would know if there was a gun here? I slipped the Mossberg into the closet
behind the hanging cassocks, and then looked for a cassock my size. Chicky said, “I saw you
with Specks.” “She was following me.” I decided not to tell him I was taking her to the Sandpits—
he would laugh or else mock me. “Her sister got knocked up—she had to get married.” Chicky
was now working his arms into his surplice—it was pure white and pleated and fringed with lace.
Italians always had the best surplices, because of their mothers; and they even brought them on



hangers. “She was a real tramp. She once took on six guys. She used to give hand-jobs. She let
Moochie eat her out.” “Quit it,” I said. “You fairy,” Chicky said, and smoothed his surplice in the
mirror. “I was making out last night. I’m not going to say with who. After about two seconds she
was letting me have bare tit. I was really getting her hot.” “I’ll bet you weren’t,” I said, to encourage
him. I was eager for more. I buttoned my cassock and pretended I wasn’t listening. “He doesn’t
believe me,” he said, in a confident way, and then teased me with silence. “How did you know?” I
whispered, looking around. The priest had still not arrived, although the vestments were out,
folded neatly on top of the altarlike cabinet, the stacks of linens and the bright chasuble; and his
cope, his cincture and stole. He said, “I could feel it.” I was staring at him, holding the skirt of my
cassock. He said, “When a girl gets hot her hole gets bigger.” I could picture this very distinctly,
the dark opening and the way it widened in a round welcoming way. My mouth was very dry. No
one had ever said those words to me before, but it made perfect sense. Chicky was fixing his
plastic collar—twisting it to fasten the collar button into it. “She was really hot,” he said. “I got
three fingers into her.” The sun was streaming through the stained-glass window over the
vestments, and the alb and the white linens blazed. The sacristy was warm and smelled of floor
polish and soft candlewax. “Who was it?” Now I had my cassock and surplice on, and I was tying
the black bow in front of my collar. It was impossible for me to hide my fascination with what he
had told me. He grinned to tease me with another delay, and then he said, “Magoo.” It was a girl
named Eloise McGonagle, but no one called her anything but Magoo. Chicky was still grinning,
but now his lips were purple. He held out a bottle of mass wine and said in a man-of-the-world
way, “Want a swig?” I tried not to look shocked. It was not that he was drinking mass wine—I had
seen him do that before, and had even had some myself—but rather that he was doing it so near
to the time the priest was to arrive. His tongue was purple, he had a purple mustache. He
sloshed the wine in the bottle and said, “Go ahead.” His face was Italian yellow, he had long
eyelashes and a birthmark like a bruise on his cheek. When he smiled he looked like a monkey. I
took a swig. It tasted harsh and bitter—it tasted dreadful. I had another. It tasted even
worse. “Have one of these,” Chicky said. He was holding out a handful of communion wafers,
small papery disks, and some spilled to the floor as he offered them. “They’re not consecrated,
so what the fuck,” he said recklessly and stuffed the hosts into his mouth. Just then the priest
came in, walking fast.  --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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bogart the consumer, “One of Theroux's best. I'm a fan of Paul Theroux. At his best, he was one
of America's most original literary voices from the seventies through the nineties. His
masterpiece was "The Mosquito Coast," but when I'm in need of an old friend, I find that I return
to "My Secret History" more than any of his books.I reconnected with "My Secret History" when
it became available on Kindle. It still holds up more than twenty years after it's publication. It's
particularly engaging for readers who are familiar with Theroux's broader work. You see themes
repeated. His first novel, "Waldo," comes through in the early sections when he's a young man
coming to terms with his place in the world. There's a section that retraces the author's trek
through Asia that he recounted in "The Great Railway Bazaar," and you'll also find one of the
short stories from "World's End" re-told in more poignant detail. V.S. Naipaul, too, plays a
significant role in this novel."My Secret History" is a literary bildungsroman where the reader
peers inside the mind of a writer as he establishes himself over a career. Some have criticized
Theroux for an absence of originality in this novel, arguing that he has written autobiography
rather than fiction. The criticism is lost on me, for what Theroux wrote was a story that engages
the reader. It's a novel from a gifted, professional writer who knows how to construct a spare
sentence that conveys meaning and sentiment.I've read most of Theroux's books -- his fiction
and his travel writing -- and I have liked much of his work, but this is the book that led me to
connect with the writer.  It's a relationship that I carry with me.”

therosen, “Tour De Force. Outstanding biographical work by Theroux, couched as fiction to allow
for creative license. The book takes you through the world of Andre Parent, a writer who travels
Africa and Europe, living the surface life of an upstanding individual, concealing the secret life of
an energized sexually charged vagabond.Chapter 1 (Altar Boy) is about Andre's coming of age,
and outgrowing his parents expectations.Chapter 2 (Whale Steaks) covers his oscilation
between his love of a slightly older girlfriend, and his fascination with someone from his parent's
generation.Chapter 3 (African Girls) talks about his adventures in the peace corps, largely
oriented around sleeping with the local girls.Chapter 4 (Bush Baby) is the continuing story of his
adventures, including some encounters with a V.S. Naipul lookalike. (Interesting as Naipul was a
major influence on Theroux's career)Chapter 5 (Leaving Siberia) has a double meaning. It is
about Parent physically leaving Siberia on a travel writing trip, and an emotional exit from Siberia
after learning of his wife's infidelity.Chapter 6 (Two of Everything) is about the double life that
Parent lives - one with his wife, and another with his mistress. It chronicles an identical trip
through India with both women. This is an example of him becoming what he had previously
abhored.The book is well written on several levels. It vividly takes you into the peace corps, and
through Africa. It also has a lot of subtly, as the character first repeats his own mistakes, and
then repeats the mistakes he dislikes in others. The disappointment with his eventual success
(be careful what you ask for as you might get it) on both the large and small levels are told with a



straight face, adding to the believability of the character.The book is 500 pages of a quick
energizing read.  Well worth the time invested.”

William Brownville, “Great read. Theroux at his best. Canny, funny, observant and a joy to read.
Much better than My Other Life, which seems dull and lackluster in comparison.”

Robert W. Mohs, “Book and delivery were great. Paul Theroux has always been one of my
favorites...occasionally cranky, sometimes a bit puffed up, but always interesting and he writes
with apparent ease....I like virtually all of his stuff.”

Mr. Richard M. Smith, “Five Stars. I really enjoy his writting”

Judi Conrad, “Two of Everything: A conceit worth exploring. As always, the writing is exceptional.
The conceit (two of everything) is interesting, but not always believable. The plot, while
provacative, fails to measure up to other works by Theroux, most notably The Elephanta Suite,
which I loved.”

Julian Bedale, “Superlative. This semi-autobiographical book is one of Paul Theroux's very best,
bringing to life the sense of confinement he felt in Boston as a teenager, before adopting the
wandering life taking him all round the world which he has enjoyed ever since. The humour of the
first "Altar Boy" section gradually darkens as we work our way through the book to where he has
to make more difficult, adult decisions. The pain of his marital breakdown is vividly described, &
its partial repair leads us to the ambiguous ending of the book. His ability to bring alive the
extraordinary characters jostling through the pages of the book is unparalled, & are so vivid that
they must surely have been based on his real life experiences - even if not necessarily in the
same order or to the same extent ! One suspects that any future biographer of Theroux will face
similar difficulties with tracking down the exact order of events in his life as Norman Sherry did
with Graham Greene !”

Patrician, “Theroux on Top Form. Thoroughly enjoyed this. Written in the first person it reads as
autobiographical; he insists the characters "walked out of my imagination" but clearly much of it
is based on Theroux's experiences & observations. It is divided into sections, each of which
could be read independently, & deals with various stages of the narrator's life. This allows
Theroux to range widely over different cultures, people, places & different moods even, the
narrator showing quite contrasting aspects of himself. It is a long book, taking 11 or so hours to
read according to Kindle,& this adds to its attraction for me.I've liked every Paul Theroux book
I've read,& this is no exception, being a compelling & stimulating read, full of life & interest.”

M. Beetham, “Wonderful. This has been my first book by Paul Theroux and what a wonderful
experience it was. The last few days were filled with boring audits, boring meetings a dreary



Budapest hotel and delayed flights. But I have enjoyed it immensely because I've been reading
this book at every opportunity.I have never laughed so often, or cried so much while reading”

helen phillips, “A twisty tale. This book started so poignantly with the relationship between the
priest and Andy. It drew you in. The adventures he had were strange,obscene and fascinating,
making you get involved and sucked into his life . I became detached when he had his trips to
India with the two women,it became quite repetitive and surreal. I was disappointed by the
ending and re listened to it severall times to makes sense of it.”

The book by Paul Theroux has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 163 people have provided feedback.
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